Avoiding plagiarism

Plagiarism (from a Latin word for "kidnapper") is the presentation of someone else's ideas or words as your own. Whether deliberate or accidental, plagiarism is a serious and often punishable offense.

- Deliberate plagiarism:
  Copying a phrase, a sentence, or a longer passage from a source and passing it off as your own.
  Summarizing or paraphrasing someone else's ideas without acknowledging your debt.
  Handing in as your own work a paper you have bought, had a friend write, or copied from another student.
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- *Accidental plagiarism:*
  Forget to place quotation marks around another writer's words.
  Omitting a source citation for another's idea because you are unaware of the need to acknowledge the idea.
  Carelessly copying a source when you mean to paraphrase.

You do not plagiarize, however, when you draw on other writers' material and acknowledge your sources. That procedure is a crucial part of honest research writing, as we have seen. This section shows you how to avoid plagiarism by acknowledging sources when necessary and by using them accurately and fairly.

---

**Checklist for avoiding plagiarism**

- What type of source are you using: your own independent material, common knowledge, or someone else's independent material? You must acknowledge someone else's material.
- If you are quoting someone else's material, is the quotation exact? Have you inserted quotation marks around quotations run into the text? Are graphs, statistics, and other borrowed data identical to the source? Have you shown omissions with ellipsis marks and additions with brackets?
- If you are paraphrasing or summarizing someone else's material, have you used your own words and sentence structures? Does your paraphrase or summary employ quotation marks when you resort to the author's exact language? Have you represented the author's meaning without distortion?
- Is each use of someone else's material acknowledged in your text? Are all your source citations complete and accurate? (See 37a.)
- Does your list of works cited include all the sources you have drawn from in writing your paper? (See 37b.)

---

1 **Knowing what to acknowledge**

When you write a research paper, you coordinate information from three kinds of sources: (1) your independent thoughts and experiences; (2) common knowledge, the basic knowledge people share; and (3) other people's independent thoughts and experiences. Of the three, you *must* acknowledge the third, the work of others.

**Your independent material**

You need not acknowledge your own independent material—your thoughts, compilations of facts, or experimental results, ex-
pressed in your words or format—to avoid plagiarism. Such material includes observations from your experience (for example, a conclusion you draw about crowd behavior by watching crowds at concerts) as well as diagrams you construct from information you gather yourself. Though you generally should describe the basis for your conclusions so that readers can evaluate your thinking, you need not cite sources for them. However, someone else’s ideas and facts are not yours; even when you express them entirely in your words and sentence structures, they require acknowledgment.

Common knowledge

Common knowledge consists of the standard information of a field of study as well as folk literature and commonsense observations.

- Standard information includes the major facts of history, such as the dates of Charlemagne’s rule as emperor of Rome (800–814). It does not include interpretations of facts, such as a historian’s opinion that Charlemagne was sometimes needlessly cruel in extending his power.
- Folk literature, such as the fairy tale “Snow White,” is popularly known and cannot be traced to a particular writer. Literature traceable to a writer is not folk literature, even if it is very familiar.
- A commonsense observation is something most people know, such as that inflation is most troublesome for people with low and fixed incomes. An economist’s argument about the effects of inflation on Chinese immigrants is not a commonsense observation.

You may treat common knowledge as your own, even if you have to look it up in a reference book. You may not know, for example, the dates of the French Revolution or the standard definition of photosynthesis, although these are considered common knowledge. If you do not know a subject well enough to determine whether a piece of information is common knowledge, make a record of the source as you would for any other quotation, paraphrase, or summary. As you read more about the subject, the information may come up repeatedly without acknowledgment, in which case it is probably common knowledge. But if you are still in doubt when you finish your research, always acknowledge the source.

Someone else’s independent material

You must always acknowledge other people’s independent material—that is, any facts or ideas that are not common knowledge or your own. The source may be anything, including a book, an ar-
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ticle, a movie, an interview, a microfilmed document, or a computer program. You must acknowledge not only ideas or facts themselves but also the language and format in which the ideas or facts appear, if you use them. That is, the wording, sentence structures, arrangement of thoughts, and special graphic format (such as a table or diagram) created by another writer belong to that writer just as his or her ideas do.

The following example baldly plagiarizes the original quotation from Jessica Mitford's *Kind and Usual Punishment*, page 9.

**Original**  The character and mentality of the keepers may be of more importance in understanding prisons than the character and mentality of the kept.

**Plagiarism**  But the character of prison officials (the keepers) is more important in understanding prisons than the character of prisoners (the kept).

Though the writer has made some changes in Mitford's original and even altered the meaning slightly (by changing *may be* to *is*), she has plagiarized on several counts. She has copied key words (*character, keepers, kept*), duplicated the entire sentence structure, and lifted the idea—all without acknowledging the source. The next example is more subtle plagiarism, because it changes Mitford's sentence structure. But it still uses her words.

**Plagiarism**  In understanding prisons, we should know more about the character and mentality of the keepers than of the kept.

You need to acknowledge another's material no matter how you use it, how much of it you use, or how often you use it. Whether you are quoting a single important word, paraphrasing a single sentence, or summarizing three paragraphs, and whether you are using the source only once or a dozen times, you must acknowledge the original author every time. See page 564 for discussion and examples of how to acknowledge sources in your text.

If you read someone else's material during your research but do not include any of that material in your final draft, you need not acknowledge the source with a citation because you have not actually used the material. However, your instructor may ask you to include such sources in your list of works cited (see p. 570).

### 2 Quoting, summarizing, and paraphrasing honestly

When using direct quotation, be sure to copy the material from the source accurately and with clear quotation marks. Use the quotation marks in the running text of your paper even if you are quoting only a single word that the original author used in a special or
central way. (See pp. 399–400 for the style to use with poetry and long quotations, which are set off from the text and not enclosed in quotation marks.) Acknowledge the source in the manner appropriate for the documentation style you are using. (See p. 564 for the MLA citation style, p. 657 for the Chicago Manual style, p. 666 for the APA style, and p. 685 for the CBE style.)

To correct the plagiarism of Mitford’s sentence opposite, the writer could place Mitford’s exact words in quotation marks and cite the source properly (in this case, in MLA style).

**Quotation**

According to one critic of the penal system, “The character and mentality of the keepers may be of more importance in understanding prisons than the character and mentality of the kept” (Mitford 9).

Or the writer could paraphrase Mitford, using the writer’s own words and sentence structure (with no quotation marks) and citing Mitford:

**Paraphrase**

One critic of the penal system maintains that we may be able to learn more about prisons from the psychology of the prison officials than from that of the prisoners (Mitford 9).

If you adopt the source’s sentence pattern and simply substitute synonyms for key words, or if you use the original words and merely change the sentence pattern, you are not paraphrasing but plagiarizing, even if you acknowledge the source, because both methods use someone else’s expression without quotation marks. The inadequate paraphrase below plagiarizes the original source, Frederick C. Crews’s The Tragedy of Manners: Moral Drama in the Later Novels of Henry James, page 8.

**Original**

In each case I have tried to show that all the action in a “Jamesian novel” may be taken as a result of philosophical differences of opinion among the principal characters, and that these differences in turn are explainable by reference to the characters’ differing social backgrounds.

**Plagiarism**

According to Crews, the action in a “Jamesian novel” comes from philosophical differences of opinion between characters, differences that can be explained by examining the characters’ differing social backgrounds (8).

Even though the writer acknowledges the author’s work (by giving Crews’s name and the parenthetical page number, 8), he plagiarizes because he does not also acknowledge Crews’s exact words with quotation marks. The paraphrase on the next page both conveys and acknowledges Crews’s meaning without stealing his manner of expression.
Paraphrase: According to Crews, the characters in Henry James’s novels live out philosophies acquired from their upbringing and their place in society (8).

In paraphrasing or summarizing you must not only devise your own form of expression (or place quotation marks around the author’s expressions) but also represent the author’s meaning exactly, without distorting it. In the following inaccurate summary the writer has not plagiarized but has stated a meaning exactly opposite that of the original. The original quotation, from the artist Henri Matisse, appears in Jack D. Flam, Matisse on Art, page 148.

Original: For the artist creation begins with vision. To see is itself a creative operation, requiring an effort. Everything that we see in our daily life is more or less distorted by acquired habits, and this is perhaps more evident in an age like ours when cinema posters and magazines present us every day with a flood of ready-made images which are to the eye what prejudices are to the mind.

Inaccurate summary: Matisse said that the artist can learn how to see by looking at posters and magazines (qtd. in Flam 148).

The revision below combines summary and quotation to represent the author’s meaning exactly.

Improved summary: Matisse said that the artist must overcome visual “habits” and “prejudices,” particularly those developed in response to popular cultural images (qtd. in Flam 148).

To be sure you acknowledge sources fairly and do not plagiarize, review the checklist on page 546 both before beginning to write your paper and again after you have completed your first draft.

Exercise 6
Recognizing plagiarism

The numbered items below show various attempts to quote or paraphrase the following passage. Carefully compare each attempt with the original passage. Which are plagiarized, inaccurate, or both, and which are acceptable? Why?

I would agree with the sociologists that psychiatric labeling is dangerous. Society can inflict terrible wounds by discrimination, and by confusing health with disease and disease with badness.
—George E. Vaillant, Adaptation to Life, p. 361

1. According to George Vaillant, society often inflicts wounds by using psychiatric labeling, confusing health, disease, and badness (361).
According to George Vaillant, "psychiatric labeling [such as 'homosexual' or 'schizophrenic'] is dangerous. Society can inflict terrible wounds by... confusing health with disease and disease with badness" (361).

According to George Vaillant, when psychiatric labeling discriminates between health and disease or between disease and badness, it can inflict wounds on those labeled (361).

Psychiatric labels can badly hurt those labeled, says George Vaillant, because they fail to distinguish among health, illness, and immorality (361).

Labels such as "homosexual" and "schizophrenic" can be hurtful when they fail to distinguish among health, illness, and immorality.

"I would agree with the sociologists that society can inflict terrible wounds by discrimination, and by confusing health with disease and disease with badness" (Vaillant 361).

Exercise 7
Taking notes from sources
Continuing from Exercise 3 (p. 537), as the next step in preparing a research paper, make notes from your sources. Use summary, paraphrase, direct quotation, or a combination as seems appropriate. Be careful to avoid plagiarism or inaccuracy. Mark each note with the author's name, title, and page number as well as with a heading summarizing its content.

Developing a thesis sentence

Perhaps earlier in the research-writing process, but certainly once you have taken notes from your sources, you will want to express your central idea and perspective in a thesis sentence—or sentences, if you need more than one. (See p. 41 if you need guidance on developing a thesis sentence.) Drafting a thesis sentence will help you see the overall picture and organize your notes.

Mark Shannon's and Vanessa Haley's work on their research papers illustrates how a thesis sentence evolves to become complete and specific. Before finishing his reading on women in management, Shannon wrote the following draft of a thesis sentence:

TENTATIVE THESIS SENTENCE

Although women have come a long way in their journey up the corporate ladder, they still have a number of obstacles to overcome.

This thesis sentence stated Shannon's preliminary idea that women still have not overcome all obstacles to management. But Shannon's further reading led him to revise this idea: he discovered that